If You Would Like to Experience One of the World’s Richest Cultures and the Second Largest Economy and Gain Insight into the Future Prospect of Globalization, Join the Maymester in China Program!!

ASIAN STUDIES 1680  
Inside China: Economy, Culture, & Society in Beijing and Shanghai  
May 06--May 30, 2018

- Earn 3 Vanderbilt credits (Asia 1680) to fulfill the AXLE requirement while engaging with one of the most dynamic economies in the world. Open to all undergraduates. No prior knowledge of Chinese required. Cost: $10,250.

- Tour and sightsee the Great Wall, Tian’anmen Square, Temple of Heaven, Tibetan Lama Temple, Summer Palace, Military Museum of China, Shanghai Museum, the ultra-modern opera hall, the World Financial Center, the Bund in Shanghai, and much more.

- Attend seminars (in English) given by top-notch professors/professionals from reputable institutions such as Columbia University, Citi Bank, Peking University, on diverse topics including China’s financial technology and AI, China’s Belt and Road ambition, China’s role in climate change, US-China relations, traditional Chinese thoughts and architecture.

- Learn survival Chinese by bargaining at local flea markets and ordering food in restaurants; learn Chinese art and cooking; debate and discuss social, economic and international issues with Chinese college students; practice kung fu with martial arts masters; experience traditional Chinese medical treatment (massage, hot-cupping); have cultural celebration with local community; watch Kungfu show; Meet Vanderbilt alumni who will provide their personal insights on living, working, and doing business in China; and much more.

- Visit US-China joint ventures such as Shanghai-General Motors, and Honeywell(China), a community center, a rural village, homes of ordinary citizens, and much more.

- Take the high-speed rail from Beijing to Shanghai, experience the Shanghai maglev train, embark on a night cruise viewing China’s most beautiful skyline, and experience a panoramic view of Shanghai atop the newly-finished Shanghai Tower (the 2nd tallest skyscraper in the world). For more information, contact Xianmin Liu, Xianmin.liu@vanderbilt.edu; 615-343-7824/615-438-4068, or drop by in 254 Buttrick Hall.